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3 O.C.A., CNRS - U.M.R. 6529, BP 4229, 06304 Nie Cedex 4, Frane1.1 IntrodutionBoussinesq hydromagneti onvetion obeys the Navier-Stokes equation withLorentz and Arhimedes fores for the �ow, the magneti indution equationfor the magneti �eld, and the heat transfer equation for temperature (ν, η,
k, α are, respetively, the moleular visosity, magneti di�usivity, thermaldi�usivity and thermal ompressibility; F̃, R̃, S̃ are external soure terms):

∂tV = V × (∂ × V) − ∂p + ν∂2V − H× (∂ × H) − α(T − T0)G + F̃,

∂tH = ∂ × (V × H) + η∂2H + R̃, ∂ · H = 0, ∂ ·V = 0, (1.1)
∂t T = −(V · ∂)T + k∂2T + S̃.They may be used to simulate the evolution of astrophysial onvetive hy-dromagneti (CHM) systems. Aurate simulations for geo- and astrophysialparameter values are lose to impossible, due to the limited power of availableomputers. A semi-analyti approah, based on multisale analysis, an beapplied to this system, in partiular to evaluate eddy di�usivity [1, 2, 4, 3℄.Negative values of eddy di�usivity indiate that the system is unstable toperturbations involving large sales. This instability is a possible mehanismfor kinemati magneti �eld generation (non-onvetive dynamos exploitingthis mehanism were studied in [5, 6℄).1.2 Multisale analysisThe modes of perturbations of steady CHM states obey the equation PAW =

λW, where λ is the growth rate of perturbations, W =
[

WV WH WT
]t isa blok vetor representing their spatial pro�le, A is the linearised CHM op-erator and P is the projetion onto the subspae of solenoidal vetor �elds [1℄.



2 M. Baptista, S. M. A. Gama, V. A. ZheligovskyIn the two-sale expansion, slow variables X = εx are introdued to desribelarge-sale dynamis. Expanding perturbations and growth rates in power se-ries in the sale ratio ε, substituting them in the eigenvalue equation andequating the terms in εn at eah order n, a hierarhy of equations of the form
PA(0)Pf = Pg is obtained. Suh an equation has a solution, as long as itsright hand side is orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint operator, PA(0)∗P.For n = 0 and n = 1, this solvability ondition is trivially satis�ed, if theperturbed CHM state possesses ertain symmetries. For n = 2, it yields aneigenvalue equation for the eddy di�usivity operator in slow variables.1.3 Numerial results and disussionTo model magneti instabilities in turbulent onvetive �ows, periodi steadyCHM states an be randomly generated in the Fourier spae [1, 6℄. These statessatisfy (1.1) for the appropriate soure terms. Symmetry and solenoidalityonditions must be imposed on the Fourier oe�ients, whih are normalisedafterwards to have a presribed deaying energy spetrum and the r.m.s. av-erage one. Auxiliary problems are solved numerially in the Fourier spae bypseudo-spetral methods (sine or osine transforms are applied in the vertialdiretion, in aordane with boundary onditions for respetive omponentsof vetor �elds). Algebrai (E(k) ∼ k−ξ) or exponential (E(k) ∼ exp(−ξk))spetra were onsidered in [6℄, where �ows with exponentially deaying spetrawere found to be statistially better dynamos.Simulations have been arried out for ν = η = k = 0.5, and α = 1 for theperiodiity box of size 2π× 2π×π, with the resolution of 32× 32× 16 Fourierharmonis. An ensemble of 1000 instanes of CHM steady states, involvingFourier harmonis with wave numbers not exeeding 7, has been generated forboth algebrai and exponentially deaying spetra, assuming ξ = 4 in bothases. For algebrai spetra, it turns out that 110 out of 1000 (11%) generated�ows exhibit negative ombined eddy di�usivity. The number rises to 131(13%) for exponential spetra (see Fig. 1.1 (a)-(b)). Steady states leadingto negative eddy di�usivity are unstable to large-sale perturbations. Thegrowth rate of the perturbation is quadrati in the sale ratio ε. Therefore, thisinstability an be observed only if the onsidered CHM steady state is stableto short-sale perturbations, whih would have larger growth rates otherwise.For one of the generated CHM states, one of the moleular di�usivities hasbeen varied, keeping all the other parameters equal to the previously used val-ues (see Fig. 1.1 ()-(d)). The ombined eddy di�usivity depends expliitly onthe moleular di�usivities ν and η, and on a orretion involving the solutionsof the auxiliary problems. Moleular di�usivities ν, η and k are also presentin the linearised operator and a�et the solutions of these auxiliary problems.If no orretion is present, the maximum growth rate is negative and equal to
−min(ν, η). For large moleular di�usivities, the growth rate remains negative,sine the orretion is of the order of 1/ min(ν, η, k) and annot outweigh the



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 3additive ontribution of ν and η. Beyond the interval of this asymptoti be-haviour, the orretion may grow in amplitude, leading eventually to positivegrowth rates λ2. Whether this happens depends in partiular on the spetralproperties of the linearisation of (1.1). Thus the in�uene of moleular di�u-sivities on the growth rate of the dominant mode of large-sale perturbationsis di�ult to predit.
(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 1.1. Statistis of growth rates (opposite of eddy di�usivity), for algebrai(a) and exponential (b) spetra; growth rates as funtion of moleular di�usivities,for algebrai () and exponential (d) spetra.Referenes[1℄ M. Baptista, S.M.A. Gama, and V.A. Zheligovsky. Submitted to the Euro.Phys. Jour. B., 2007.[2℄ V.A. Zheligovsky.Izvestiya, Phys. Solid Earth, 42(3):244�253, 2006.[3℄ B. Dubrulle and U. Frish. Phys. Rev. A, 43:5355, 1991.[4℄ S. Gama, M. Vergassola, and U. Frish. J. Fluid Meh., 260:95�126, 1994.[5℄ A. Lanotte, A. Noullez, M. Vergassola, and A. Wirth. Geophys. Astrophys.Fluid Dynam., 91:131, 1999.[6℄ V. A. Zheligovsky, O. M. Podvigina, and U. Frish. Geophys. Astrophys.Fluid Dynam., 95:227, 2001.
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